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You’re about to have the most blissful morning ever!  
 

And you’ll see that rituals and routines open up the window to margin and spontaneity.  Yes, friend, with 

a little bit of effort and a heap of intentionality, your mornings are about to change. For the better. Yours 

and everyone else who lives under your roof.  

Hi there! I’m ten years into this practice and I’ve seen it transform my rhythms, our homelife, our 

marriage, our children...well, just about everything. I started this when our kids were little and I was the 

sole participant in my home. I was okay with that because I had all the quiet to myself. But I think the 

aroma of coffee eventually made it to the third floor of our apartment and roused Ben from sleep. At 

first, he simply loved the smell of coffee and candles and the ease into his morning he accomplished 

under the lamp light on the sofa. Eventually, we carved out rituals and routines that set up our mornings 

for success, but required action in the evenings.   

And that’s what I want to share with you. In order to start your day off well, you need to end your 

evenings well. It’s possible. Very possible. I did this with three tiny people in our home who woke at three 

different hours of the morning. I started this practice living in an apartment building downtown with early 

noise on the streets.  

I haven’t heard a good excuse yet for why us, humans, can’t start the day off well. Give it a week. Then 

give it three weeks. Don’t force this on your spouse or kids. Let the aroma of coffee and candles and the 

sound of music fill the home. Embrace the serenity of the morning by engaging these simplistic ways in 

the evening. 

May your mornings be blessed and your evenings as well,  
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1. Set your clothes out the night before.  
This is a time saver! It will buy you back minutes in your morning. Work this into your bedtime routine. Let the weather 
app be your guide. Knowing what is on your agenda for the next day tunes your mind and determines your closet 
selection. Gone are the mornings of foggy-head-wardrobe-decision-making. Ben packs his gym bag and sets our his 
daywear. I set out my gym clothes and may or may not make a change in the day. Don’t judge me. When I have 
meetings and appointments that necessitate a step up from athleisure, I set out those clothes out the night before as 
well.  

2. Be filled at dinner. 
Honestly, it’s what I ask the kids these days. Are you full? Because after dinner and everything is immediately tidied up, 
the kitchen is closed until morning. (Extra: an empty sink equals a restful mind) As they say, we help our bodies out 
when we eat an earlier and smaller dinner. The munchies must be quenched at dinner time and disciplined to rest 
until breakfast. You just might become a great breakfast eater with a healthier lifestyle which is what they prefer we 
become anyway. (Whoever they are!) 

3. Trade screen light for lamp light.  
Dinner is done. Kitchen is tidy. You’ve worked hard all day. Take a break, don’t pick up more work. Whatever is luring 
you to the screen is not more powerful than you. Your mom, friends, co-workers, and celebrities will see you in 
insta-facebook-land tomorrow. Our devices are not our enemies and can be put to bed just like our children. Do not 
disturb. Rather soften the room with the lamp instead.  

4. Keep a stack of books close by.   
Ordered, borrowed or downloaded. Books, magazines, or audiobooks. Whichever you prefer. The key is knowing what 
you’re reading now and what you’re reading next. This will take the place of scrolling on the screen, surfing the web, 
channel surfing the television, and comatosing on netflix. Reading takes a bit of work, just enough to give our minds a 
winding down and something to dream about. Choose a book for pleasure in the evenings. Leave the business and 
parenting books for daybreak. You’ll go to sleep smarter. At least that’s what I tell myself! 

5. Create rituals that awaken.   
This will first appear to be rigid, but when you experience it, rigid becomes regular. The schedule becomes sacred. 
Whatever will make your morning smoother, do the work the night before. Evening preparation unlocks morning glory. 
At night, I prep our coffee to brew at 5 am, Bible and journals are set out by our chairs, and the candle is giddy about 
morning too! Our souls are fed, our minds cleared, and our hearts ready to receive the day. This then feeds our kid’s 
well-being who have also picked out their clothes the night before, turned off devices, read in bed for 30 minutes, and 
are ready for breakfast. 
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